Land Rights, Wayleaves and Legal guide

New Connections
Introduction

Southern Electric Power Distribution (SEPD) owns and maintains the electricity distribution system serving central Southern England and provides new electricity connections to domestic, commercial and industrial customers. SEPD are also licenced to provide connections to customers outside this area in conjunction with the incumbent network operators (out of area connections). We have geographically based Wayleave Officers who will co-ordinate the consent and land rights requirements for you to allow your electricity connection to be installed where we provide the works.

The operation of the distribution system relies on land rights granted by land owners and occupiers (referred to generally in this document as land owner/s) which allow us to place and maintain electricity infrastructure on or over their land.

New Connections - The Requirement for Land Rights

Where SEPD are contracted to install your electricity infrastructure, it may be necessary to place it on land belonging to you and occasionally also on third party land. In these situations, we require land rights from you (and any other affected land owners) to place and maintain the electricity infrastructure required.
These rights in land are:

- Wayleave Agreements and/or Easements – Required for overhead lines and underground cables.
- Purchase or lease of land – Required for substation sites.

Wayleave agreements are prepared by our Wayleave Officers and signed by land owners. Easements, substation site purchases and leases are prepared by the solicitors representing SEPD in conjunction with land owners legal representative, in accordance with set SEPD styles.

If we are providing a connection to you out of our SEPD area elsewhere in the UK and there is a requirement for us to acquire a substation from you, then we are required to provide the resident Distribution Network Operator with a lease or land rights for part of the substation that will provide the connection to their network.
How do we secure land rights?

The consent/s necessary to place our equipment on private land depends on the type of equipment being installed.

Rights can be secured in the following ways:

**Wayleaves**

A Wayleave is a simple agreement between SEPD and a landowner to formalise consent for equipment to be located within their land along with access for maintenance, tree cutting etc. In return the landowner generally receives either an annual or sometimes a one-off payment except if the equipment is solely within the land of the customer no payment will be made. The wayleave payment depends on the amount and type of equipment used as well as its impact on landowner operations such as farming. The payment is based on a number of criteria and is normally reviewed each year. It should be noted that Wayleave Agreements are made with landowners and are not registered against the land title.

The time it takes to obtain a voluntary wayleave can vary; typically projects can take between 12-16 weeks to be granted necessary consents. If your project is more complex this can take considerably longer. The SEPD Wayleave Officer will keep you fully advised of the consents required and potential time scales.
Wayleaves (continued)

We must secure landowners permission in order to place equipment on their property. If the landowner refuses to grant permission, we can apply to the The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy to seek to gain the appropriate land rights under a compulsory Purchase Order or necessary Wayleaves. However this is a long, complex and costly process which does not always provide a successful outcome and should only be considered as a last resort. Any costs associated with a necessary wayleave will be in addition to your new connection costs.

We will always try other avenues before applying for a compulsory purchase order. If the landowner refuses to grant permission, we can apply to The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy to seek to gain the appropriate land rights under a compulsory Purchase Order or necessary Wayleaves.

Before the above happens the wayleaves team will try other avenues and explore alternative arrangements to pursue wayleaves.

Easement

Deeds of Easement provide SEPD with increased security for equipment, as we acquire permanent rights to the land. This minimises any future problems with the location of equipment, ensuring we can keep our customers supplied with electricity into the future. The deed associated with this form of consent is registered in the Land Register and cannot be terminated.
How do we secure land rights? (continued)

Acquisition of Land - Leaseholds & purchase

In order to make some electricity connections we may need to build a new substation on private land. In this instance we secure consent from the landowner in the form of a freehold or leasehold acquisition of the land required.

Where we agree a leasehold we secure rights to the land for an agreed period of time. Where we agree freehold we secure rights to land outright. To build a new substation SEPD should normally be granted the land required within the customers own land (normally four metres by four and a half metres in size) for a nominal purchase price or rent £1.00. Substation sites to be purchased / leased on third party land will likely require a greater payment to be agreed.

Where substation sites are being acquired associated rights will also be obtained to cover access from the adopted highway and any overhead lines or underground cables.

Statutory consents

In order to place equipment on or over land in certain areas we may need to get additional consents. These consents are usually granted by bodies responsible for protected sites, buildings, protected species and in some situations planning permission may be necessary. Some of these bodies are listed below.

- Planning permission from local planning authorities for overhead lines or substation sites where permitted development rights are not appropriate.
- Consent under the Electricity Act 1989 granted by The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy for consent to build overhead lines.
- Consent from Natural England for works on or near protected sites or species.
- Consent from Historic England for works on or near protected archaeological sites.
- Consents from The Environment Agency for works on or near watercourses.

We work with these and other agencies to ensure that any required consents are applied for within a reasonable time.
The electricity industry is required to conform to specific planning provisions before building or modifying an overhead line. Considering connections at voltages of 33kV and below provisions are contained primarily in Section 37 of the Electricity Act 1989. Connections at 132kV or greater are regulated under the Planning Act 2008.

Section 37 Electricity Act 1989

A Section 37 application is a two part process involving an initial application to the local planning authority followed by an application to the appropriate Ministry:-

Scotland - Scottish Government Energy Consent Unit.

This process can take a minimum of twelve weeks and will incur additional fees.

There are certain circumstances where a supply may be provided to a single customer at less than 33kV without the need to obtain a section 37 Consent. In these situations it is still necessary to consult with the local planning authority before constructing the line. Where an existing line serving one customer is subsequently required to serve further customers a retrospective Section 37 Consent will be required.

Section 37 consent can also apply in cases where underground cables are being installed from an existing overhead line where retrospective Section 37 may be required. Where it is necessary to modify an overhead line Section 37 may be required or in certain circumstances works may be carried out under the provisions of the requisite Overhead Lines (Exemption) Regulations.

The Wayleave Officer for the project will keep you fully advised as to the consents required and whether any exemptions apply under the applicable legislation.
Who is involved in the consent process?

Here we explain the various parties that can be involved in the process and what role they play. Note - the parties involved will depend on what rights are required for our equipment and the land we intend to place that equipment on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party Description</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEPD Planning Team Manager</td>
<td>Design connection proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPD Wayleave Officer</td>
<td>Determine what form of consents are required, progress and agree terms for;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Wayleaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide customer with updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agrees terms and instructs our solicitor for;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Easements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Freehold/leasehold substation sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landowner (this may be a customer or 3rd party)</td>
<td>Agree wayleave or legal plan and terms with SEPD Wayleave Officer and instruct their solicitor where appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landowner’s agent</td>
<td>Where appointed deal with consents process on behalf of the landowner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPD Legal Services</td>
<td>Review details &amp; instruct internal/external solicitors as appropriate to obtain substation sites/easements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPD internal/external solicitor</td>
<td>Progress legal instruction from Wayleave Officer and issue documentation to land owners solicitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landowners solicitor</td>
<td>Work with SEPD solicitor to complete documentation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is important to ensure that all land rights are in place in readiness for the electricity infrastructure to be installed. To do this we will work with you or your appointed solicitor or agent to acquire these rights.

It is important that you instruct your solicitor at the earliest opportunity to ensure that they work with SEPD’s legal advisors to complete the transaction without delay.

If land rights are to be acquired from a third party, the Wayleave Officer will determine which land owners to consult and identify what land rights may be needed to place the electricity infrastructure across their land where required. The Wayleave Officer will negotiate to secure these rights and in some cases this may also involve the SEPD solicitor being instructed. SEPD solicitors will be instructed to secure these land rights. It may well be that you are responsible for meeting the legal fees of the third party. Occasionally we will find that terms cannot be agreed with third party land owners and in these instances contact will be made with you to discuss alternatives.
How SEPD have changed to speed up the process

SEPD is committed to simplifying the process for the connection you need, that’s why we reviewed our policies, processes and requirements for placing equipment on land. We have also changed our staged payments process to provide you with more flexibility for your project. Based on feedback we have gone further and now allow you to make an advanced payment to progress your wayleaves in the early stages of the connection. Typically this advance payment for wayleaves is received with your acceptance payment or shortly after your acceptance of a quotation. Please note, we will not accept a payment to progress wayleaves unless a quotation has previously been accepted.

We have also made available on our website our standard wayleave and legal deed styles so that you can see what we expect in advance of negotiations or contact by the Wayleave Officer.

www.ssepd.co.uk/LandRights

What can you do to help speed up the process?

In order to secure rights to make a connection across private land SEPD follow the process set out in the flow chart, visiting relevant landowners to explain what work we need to carry out and the process involved. Landowners are often unfamiliar with this process, resulting in delays to your connection.
If you know we will require permission to lay cable or build an overhead lines across or access a neighbour’s land you could speed things up by discussing this with them in advance. Listed below are some of the things you should do.

**Inform your neighbour:**

- Explain to your neighbour that SEPD will wish to place equipment on their land.
- Inform your neighbour who will be carrying out the work & what the work will involve (those carrying out the work will be responsible for leaving property as they found it).
- Provide guidance as to when and for how long the work will take to complete.
- Inform your neighbour when to expect SEPD to approach them requesting their permission, explain the consent process and ensure they sign and return the necessary documents and provide the relevant information within seven days of it being requested. The SEPD Wayleave Officer and/or solicitor cannot complete the process until all documents have been received and any title queries resolved.

However, don’t forget our Wayleave Officers are here to help and will be happy to visit you and your neighbour to clarify the details.
How long will it take to obtain consents for new connections?

The time it takes to obtain a voluntary wayleave to deliver the consents for your connection can vary based on individual circumstances. Certain types of projects where the works required to connect your property are all within your land can take 5 – 7 weeks to put in place all the consents required. Other types of connections can take between 12-16 weeks for the wayleave consents to be granted by third parties. If your connection is more complex this can take considerably longer. The SEPD Wayleave Officer will keep you fully advised of the consents required and potential time scales throughout the wayleave process.

Should any other statutory consents be required these will typically be progressed at the same time as wayleaves are being obtained. The timescales for these can be lengthy depending upon the nature and use of the land affected and the third parties we will have to discuss and agree the proposals with. Timescales for successful negotiations vary greatly but we will try to complete these as efficiently as possible to meet overall connection timescales.

Where a Section 37 is required the process can take between 12 and 24 weeks depending upon the potential impact of the works.

The successful delivery of the consents for your connection within a reasonable timeframe is very much dependant upon the number of third party consents which will be required. Some Local Authorities and larger landowners have set procedures which each wayleave application is subject to and there can be very limited flexibility in the timescales.

Consents from environmental organisations and pipeline operators can be lengthy due to the likely impact upon these organisations respective interests. Timescales of typically 20 - 22 weeks are not uncommon.

The use of our Compulsory or Necessary Wayleave rights can take between 9 and 15 months.
The Wayleave Officer appointed to your connection will keep you fully informed as to the progress towards gaining all relevant consents. We work to obtain the land rights required promptly and efficiently, but we are dependant on you, and where necessary your neighbours and other statutory organisations to progress these. Every effort will be made to obtain the land rights at the earliest opportunity.

How are legal and additional costs charged?

There can be additional costs which are not known at the quotation stage which become evident during the wayleave process. These costs could be environmental costs for investigations and surveys, 3rd party surveyors fees, legal costs to secure rights and claims for compensation as a result of the construction of the project. When these costs are known you will be made aware of them.

Working with independent network operators and independent connection providers

There are other companies who are able to carry out your connection works, so you can compare prices and service levels to decide which company is best for you. Other companies who provide a connections service are known as Independent Connection Providers (ICPs) or Independent Distribution Network Operators (IDNOs).

a) Where an ICP is providing your connection, this will then be adopted and thereafter maintained either by us or by an IDNO. The ICP will typically secure and agree the terms of land right consents. Final paperwork will then be signed by us or the IDNO where applicable.

b) Where an IDNO is establishing the network, the IDNO will obtain all of the required land rights and consents to establish and maintain their network and our staff may not be involved, except in relation to rights for the final connection to our network.
Wayleaves Consents & permissions process
(Work being undertaken by SEPD)

Quotation Paid & Accepted

Land right to be acquired / 3rd party consent

Yes

SEPD Wayleave Office reviews requirements

Substation site and/or servitudes

Terms for legal documentation agreed with landowners

Wayleave Officer instructs SEPD Legal Services to begin legal process

Legal agreement completed between SEPD solicitors and land owner solicitors with the agreement registered with Land Register in due course

No

To Team Manager for Job to be programmed

Wayleave

Wayleave Officer negotiates and sends Wayleaves to landowner

Wayleaves returned from landowner to Wayleave Officer

All other consents secured

Job programmed for work to begin
In order to avoid delays please ensure that you reply to the terms letter promptly and have a solicitor in place at the beginning of your project.

In order to avoid delays please ensure your solicitor deals with all documentation and queries promptly and any issues referred to you by your solicitor for further instruction are also dealt with promptly.

Key points on the legal agreement process:

- When the draft deed and enquiries (relating to ownership, existing disputes etc) are sent to your solicitors ensure your solicitor responds and sends any enquiries promptly.
- The deed should then be signed, dated and returned to SEPD’s solicitors promptly.

The Wayleave officer will contact you to check all details are correct, at this stage any issues should be raised to avoid future delays.
Wayleaves map

**Director of Customer Operations South East and Wessex**
Craig Gilroy
craig.gilroy@sse.com
07767 850431

**Director of Customer Operations Ridgeway and Thames Valley**
Paul Forster
paul.m.forster@sse.com
07767 291346

**Senior Property Solicitor**
Raaj Bains
raaj.bains@sse.com
07876 837450

**Ridgeway**
Head of Region – Ian Reynolds
ian.reynolds@sse.com - 07500 912435

Network Design Manager - Matt Anderson
matthew.anderson@sse.com - 07747 559318

Lead Wayleave Officer - Geoff Roberts
geoff.roberts@sse.com - 07767 850561

**Wessex**
Head of Region - Jo Niven
jo.niven@sse.com - 078250 15182

Network Design Manager - Tim Eccleston
tim.eccleston@sse.com - 07767 852747

Lead Wayleave Officer – Madeleine Pain
madeleine.pain@sse.com - 07767 850818
Wayleaves escalation route

Craig Gilroy and Paul Forster
Director of Customer Operations

Head of Region

Network Design Manager

Lead Wayleave Officer

Wayleave officer

Thames Valley

Deputy Head of Region - Danielle Royce
danielle.royce@sse.com - 07342 026714

Network Design Manager - Andy Brown
andy.brown@sse.com - 07767 850115

Lead Wayleave Officer – Rhys Howell
rhys.howell@sse.com - 07810 858583

South East

Head of Region - Chris Slingsby
chris.slingsby@sse.com - 07767 850130

Network Design Manager - Paul Cooper
paul.cooper@sse.com - 07767 850325

Lead Wayleave Officer – Phil Robbins
phil.robbins@sse.com - 07767 850556
Contact details

Ridgeway

Matt Barnard
Melksham depot
matthew.barnard@sse.com
07747 559545

Alison Hawk
Oxford depot
alison.hawk@sse.com
07342 026417

Paul Burt
Swindon depot
paul.burt@sse.com
07500 912061

Thames Valley

Frances Walsh-Kay
Theale depot
frances.walsh-kay@sse.com
07825 015286

Chris Johnson
Theale/Slough depot
chris.johnson@sse.com
07788 359804

Adrian Coulling
Theale depot
adrian.coulling@sse.com
07767 851807

Debbie Wallace
Theale depot
deborah.wallace@sse.com
07825 015632

Satinder Sandhu
Theale depot
satinder.sandhu@sse.com
07747 457486
Anton Burns
Poole depot
anton.burns@sse.com
01202 784804

Marilyn Godwin
Poole depot
marilyn.k.godwin@sse.com
01202 784699

Andy Peter Jackson
Yeovil depot
andy.p.jackson@sse.com
01935 401025

Julie O’Connor
New Forest depot
julie.o’connor@sse.com
02380 817320

Rebecca Harris
New Forest depot
rebecca.harris@sse.com
02380 817309

Dianne Hassett
New Forest depot
dianne.hassett@sse.com
07342 027663

Rebecca Stowe
Portsmouth depot
rebecca.stowe@sse.com
02392 276520

Rosie Shepperd
Portsmouth depot
gorgia-rose.shepperd@sse.com
02392 276 517

Sue Como
Portsmouth depot
sue.como@sse.com
02392 276521

Lizzie Williams
Portsmouth depot
elizabeth.williams@sse.com
07342 028222

Paul Roberts
Aldershot depot
paul.roberts1@sse.com
07825 015192

Louise Garland
Petersfield depot
louise.garland@sse.com
07469 411680